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But first...
            a little about me
                              I'm Ellie, the human behind The Better Period. I started The

Better Period after going through my own journey to a better period. After

coming off the contraceptive pill, and no longer being able to skip my period,

I began the search for a better alternative to managing my period. I knew

there had to be something better than pads and tampons. It was then I

discovered the menstrual cup, and later, period-proof underwear. After

discovering menstrual cups and period underwear I found they improved my

period experience so much! 

These reusable period products were life-changing for me, and instrumental

in making my period experience so much better. 

And now I want to help you have a better period too!

In this guide I share all of the factors you need to take into 

consideration when choosing a menstrual cup, 

including how to find and measure your cervix (yes, that's 

a thing!)

Choosing a menstrual cup can be overwhelming, 

especially with so many brands trying to sell to you.

With my help you'll be able to know what's important 

to consider when choosing a menstrual cup and how 

to choose the best menstrual cup for YOU! 
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I want to make sure we are all on the same page, so let's get started with the

basics: 

A menstrual cup is a soft, reusable cup, usually made from medical grade

silicone. Although there are some cups made from different materials like the

Hello Cup, which is made from thermoplastic elastomer (TPE). 

Menstrual cups are a reusable alternative to a tampon. I say they are an

alternative to tampons because they are an internal period management

solution. That is, the menstrual cup is folded and inserted into the vagina.

Once inserted, it 'pops' open, forming a suction seal against the vaginal walls

and sits below the cervix to catch, rather than absorb your menstrual fluid.

Depending on the cup and your flow, it can be worn for up to 

8 - 12 hours before being removed, emptied into the toilet, 

cleaned and reinserted.

There are many different brands of menstrual cups on the market 

these days and they all vary slightly in size, length, shape, material,

colour and price. But don't worry, this guide will talk you

through everything you need to know to choose a menstrual cup

that is right for you - so keep reading! 

What is a menstrual
cup?

What is a menstrual cup?
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I do not recommend just buying any old cup, shoving it up there and hoping for the

best! It is so, SO helpful to first understand your internal anatomy when choosing a cup

and having this knowledge will also help you it comes to using your cup as well. 

Anatomy Refresher

Reproductive Anatomy

Menstrual cups look huge and will never

fit inside; or

 Once inside, the menstrual cup will get

lost up there.

Two common concerns when starting on the

menstrual cup journey are that: 

1.

2.

Understanding our internal anatomy can go

a long way in helping to alleviate these

concerns. 

The vagina is the muscular passage which connects the uterus to the outside of the

body. On the inside, the vagina is an elastic 4-6 inch long muscular passage

connecting the vulva (the outside) to the cervix (which is the opening of the uterus).

The vagina is a muscle and the walls are elastic, and so, the vagina expands or

contracts as needed. For example, it expands when inserting something inside like a

menstrual cup. 

Between the opening of the vagina through to the opening of the cervix, there’s not

much more to it. The vagina is, for the most part, closed off from the rest of the body,

thanks to the trusty cervix acting as the gatekeeper.

What that means is, your vagina is not a never-ending abyss and so, you can’t really

get anything lost inside there. Yes, a menstrual cup may disappear up higher than you

can reach at first try, but it won’t be lost inside you forever, so please do not panic!

Vagina
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The cervix is the lowest part of the uterus and it protrudes into the vagina. Because the

cervix protrudes into the vagina, you can actually reach up with your finger and feel it! I'll

talk more about this when we get to discussing finding and measuring your cervix. 

When looking at your cervix front on, it kind of resembles a donut – cute!

What’s amazing about the cervix is how it moves and changes throughout the cycle. For

the most part, the cervix is closed. During ovulation however, when you are fertile, it

opens to allow sperm to pass through and it opens again during menstruation to allow

the menstrual fluid to flow out from the uterus and through the vagina.

The cervix changes position during the cycle, it can move up higher as well as move

down lower. Your cervix may naturally sit up higher and be hard to reach or it may

naturally sit down lower and be close to the vaginal opening. Your cervix may sit in the

centre of your vaginal canal or it could be pointed more toward the front or the back if

your uterus is tilted. Each of us have our own unique anatomy!

The reason this all matters when it comes to menstrual cups is because your menstrual

cup is going to sit inside your vagina and below your cervix.

When choosing a menstrual cup it's important to understand what your unique

anatomy is like so that you can choose a cup that fits you best. The cup you choose

needs to fit in your vaginal canal below your cervix. If you choose a cup that's too long,

there may not be enough space between your vaginal opening and the cervix, which

could cause the cup to poke out from your vagina. If you choose a cup that's too short

for you, it may be difficult for you to reach. This is what can cause panic and the fear that

it's lost inside you! 

Cervix

Understanding your internal reproductive anatomy and discovering your cervix is a

wonderful thing! If you would like to learn more, I have written a more in-depth article

about all parts of our internal reproductive anatomy on my website, which you can

read here.

If you want to discover more about the wonders of the cervix, I highly recommend

checking out this article from Women's Health 7 Photos of Your Cervix You Need to

See and also Beautiful Cervix Project.
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There are likely hundreds of menstrual cup brands on the market now, but you'll find a

lot of brands will come in at least two different sizes. The smaller size is usually

recommended for people who are under 30/have a lighter flow/or have never given

birth and the larger size for the opposite. A number of brands are even doing three

sizes now, with the smallest being targeted towards younger/teenage users. Some

brands that come to mind with three sizes are Diva Cup, Hello Cup and MyCupNZ.

Some brands also only do one size. Like the Dot Cup which has been a favourite cup

of mine. They say their cup has been designed to fit *most* people.

Everyone's anatomy is unique though, so I think the best way to choose a cup is to

take into account a number of key factors and consider these factors in conjunction

with your personal circumstances, rather than focusing too much on the generic size

suggestions. The key factors that matter most for a good fit are:

How to Choose a
Menstrual Cup
Choosing a menstrual cup is a big decision! There are SO

many different brands on the market, which makes it

confusing. Plus, it's an investment, so  you want to do

everything possible to choose the right cup from the outset.

Menstrual Cup Sizing

Firmness

Length

Capacity
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As previously discussed, your cervix height will determine how much space

there is for your cup to sit in your vaginal canal. Your menstrual cup will be

inserted into your vaginal canal and it will sit below your cervix to catch the

menstrual fluid. 

A low cervix will mean less space which means a shorter cup will be better. A

high cervix will mean a longer cup is better suited, so that your cup is not

difficult to reach.

You can see this illustrated in the below image. As you can see, the depicted

menstrual cup is too long for the low cervix as the base of the cup sits outside

of the vagina. The depicted menstrual cup is too short for the high cervix as

the cup may be too far to reach up and remove. The menstrual cup illustrated

is just right for the medium cervix. 

When considering the length, keep in mind that it would be okay if it were just

the stem to protrude outside of the vagina, as the stem can be cut/trimmed to

size. 

Length
Determining the menstrual cup length you require is one of

the most important aspects in choosing a menstrual cup

that has the best chance of being a good fit for you. 

Medium Cervix High CervixLow Cervix
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Wash your hands;

Squat down (in the shower is a great place to do this) or lift one leg up

onto the toilet seat or bath tub;

Relax and carefully insert your index finger into your vagina;

Feel around for your cervix. It will feel smooth and round with a little dip in

the middle (this is the opening). It will likely feel firm, a bit like the tip of

your nose, although it does soften more at different times of the cycle.

Once you have located your cervix, take note of how far your finger is

inside your vagina. You may like to place your thumb at the point on your

finger that is at the vaginal opening. Then, when you remove your finger,

you can measure from the tip of your finger to the point where your thumb

has been placed as a marker. This is the height of your cervix and

therefore the approximate length of menstrual cup required.

In order to determine whether you have a low, medium or high cervix, you'll

need to measure the height of your cervix.

This is easy to do, but it does involve getting up close and personal with your

body by inserting a finger inside your vagina. This is a perfectly normal thing

to do and you shouldn't feel awkward or uncomfortable to do this.

In saying that, make sure you are in a comfortable and private place when you

decide to locate your cervix for the first time. Somewhere like the shower is a

great place to do this or just the privacy of your own bathroom.

Steps to finding and measuring the height of your cervix:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

MEASURING THE HEIGHT OF YOUR CERVIX 

Low Medium

High
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If you want more guidance on how to find and measure your cervix then I highly

recommend any of these YouTube videos, as they are very helpful:

Put  A Cup In It Precious Star Pads Hygiene and You

So now you've found your cervix and measured it in terms of finger

length, you need to measure that finger length to get a real

measurement in millimetres. Using a ruler or tape measure, measure

from the tip of your finger to the point of your finger that was just at 

the entrance to your vagina. This will give you

your cervix height in millimetres. 

You can then use this length to help you choose 

a suitable menstrual cup.

All reputable menstrual cup brands 

will tell you the length of their cups. 

You just need to make sure you 

don't choose a cup that is longer than your cervix height!

Your cervix moves around during

different phases of the menstrual cycle

and so it may be be higher at certain

times and lower at other times. For the

most accurate measurement, measure

close to or during menstruation.

TIPS FOR MEASURING YOUR CERVIX  

The only things you'll feel inside your vagina

are your vaginal walls and your cervix. There's

nothing else in there. Therefore, chances are,

if you feel something inside your vagina that's

not your vaginal walls and you think it feels

like your cervix, then you're probably right!

HOW TO CONVERT YOUR CERVIX MEASUREMENT 

Remember, you're most concerned with

the length of the cup to the base of the

cup itself, as the stem of the menstrual

cup can be trimmed if it is too long
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A key factor influencing how firm a menstrual cup feels is the material from which it

is made. A lot of cups are made from a medical grade silicone which can vary in the

level of firmness.  The Hello Cup for example is made from thermoplastic elastomer

(TPE) which is firmer, however it does soften and mould to your body once inside. 

I have spoken to Hello Cup on their Instagram about the firmness of their cup and

they said "our research showed us that firmer cups perform better and are just as

comfortable once inside...our vaginal muscles are a lot stronger than most of us

think and can quite easily push in the side of a cup if it's not firm enough."

Stronger vaginal muscles may squash a softer cup causing it to not open correctly

which can lead to leakage. For this reason, firm cups are generally better for

younger users and for physically active users, as both these groups tend to have

stronger vaginal muscles. 

You may find a soft cup more comfortable if you have a sensitive bladder or pelvic

pain, as a soft cup won't apply as much pressure internally. 

However a soft cup may be more difficult to get open once it's inside you. If the cup

doesn't open properly this will cause leaks.

Firmness
The firmness of the menstrual cup can vary between brands. Some

cups are softer than others, some are harder. The firmness can make

a difference in how comfortable you find the cup and how well it

pops open inside to create a leak-proof seal. 

CUP MATERIAL

FIRM CUPS

SOFT CUPS

If you don't have any specific issues with bladder sensitivity, pelvic

pain or weak vaginal muscles, then you should be okay to try an

average to firm cup.
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What capacity you need can be tricky to gauge when you haven't used a cup

before. If you’ve only ever used pads or tampons, you might not know how much

fluid you lose during your period.

Once you use a cup you’ll know exactly how much your flow is because you’ll be

able to see it in the cup, and some cups even have measurement lines!  Until then

you can have a good estimate.

To help estimate, know that the average 

person loses 50ml in total over their 

whole period (in total over all the days of 

one period). But this can vary. Anything 

under 25ml would be considered very 

light and anything over 80ml would be 

considered heavy.

A regular pad or tampon can hold 5ml of fluid and a super tampon can hold 10ml.

You can use this as a guide to work out how many pads or tampons you go through

in your period.

Bearing in mind, the capacity of pads and tampons is based on being soaked

through, so if you’re changing them before they’re soaked through then you’re not

using the full capacity.

Most average cups have a capacity of around 25ml – 30ml.

Capacity 
Capacity of the cup is probably not as important as getting the

correct length cup, however it is still something to consider. If you

have a heavy period and you get a small cup, you may need to empty

it more than if you get a cup with a larger capacity. However, getting

the right length and fit is more important. 

Here's a visual of how much (or little) that really is! 
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Some brands offer one colour only,

some offer clear cups only, and others

offer a huge choice of colours. While

likely not  a life-changing consideration

to make, it's still a consideration

nonetheless. If having a bright and fun

coloured menstrual cup is something

you care about, then you need to know

that's 100% possible! First, find some

brands that fit within the sizing

requirements you need and then find

the colour you like. Easy!

It's also worth noting that clear cups can

become discoloured over time. If this is

something that would concern you, then

this may be a consideration for you.

Some popular menstrual cup brands

that have an array of colours to choose

from are Lunette, Hello Cup, Saalt Cup

and Ruby Cup.

Other considerations when choosing your cup

There are some menstrual cup brands

doing amazing work to empower

women in developing countries by

donating menstrual cups and providing

education. Ruby Cup and Dot Cup both

operate one-for-one models where they

donate one menstrual cup for every one

that is bought.This is a fabulous initiative

that you may like to support when

making your purchase decision.

While not related to the comfort and fit of your menstrual cup, there are

some additional  things you may like to take into consideration when

choosing your cup. 

COLOUR SOCIAL IMPACT

LOCATION

What cup you can actually purchase

may depend on your location and where  

the menstrual cup brand ships to.

However, as menstrual cups are

becoming more and more mainstream,

you should find it easier now than ever

to locate a menstrual cup locally or one

that can be shipped to you regardless of

where you are in the world. Hopefully

you will be able to find a cup that best

suits your needs AND is accessible to

you either locally or by post. 
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 A note on Price 
A menstrual cup is an investment as it is designed to last you 5-10 years.

For this reason, it is more expensive than buying a packet of pads or

tampons. In the long run though, you should save money as you won't

need to buy disposable products every month. 

There are more and more really cheap, even free (!!), menstrual cups popping up

out there now. And don't get me wrong, I LOVE a bargain, but when it comes to a

menstrual cup, don't forget that you are inserting this into an intimate, highly

sensitive and absorbent area of your body.  When it comes to choosing a menstrual

cup, I really do not recommend compromising on quality in favour of a cheaper

price.

When you buy a menstrual cup from a reputable brand you can feel confident that

the cup you are inserting inside your body is made from a medical grade material

that is not going to release harmful toxins into your body and does not use harmful

colourants or contaminants. 

A menstrual cup purchased from a reputable brand will mean you have access to

quality customer support, the cup will be of a high quality and not likely to defect in

a short period of time.

Anything that sounds too good to be true, probably is! There's a reason the cheap,

knock-off brands are selling their cups so cheap. It's because they are not made

from quality materials, they are possibly exploiting cheap labour and they don't

have a genuine business that cares about your menstrual cup experience.

If price is a key concern for you, wait until there is a sale or discount available and

then make your purchase. You can also get in touch with me  at

hello@thebetterperiod.com and I will let you know if there are any sales or

discounts happening at the moment. I also share sales/discounts frequently on my

Instagram which you can follow @thebetterperiod_
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There is only one menstrual cup brand I know of, at the time of writing this, that

offers a returns policy / money back guarantee. And that brand is Ruby Cup. Ruby

Cup is an awesome brand, they are based out of Europe and are one of the brands I

mentioned earlier that operates a Buy One, Give One model. So they're a great

brand! But even better is their money back guarantee that allows you to either

switch size or get a full refund if you return your Ruby Cup within 4 calendar

months from your order date. How is that for peace of mind? You can learn more

about this money back guarantee by clicking on my affiliate link here: Learn More

Whichever menstrual cup brand you go with, they should provide you with some

great tips on how to fold, insert, remove and care for your menstrual cup. Most

reputable menstrual cup brands also have fantastic customer service so you can

contact them directly if you have any issues with using your cup.

The menstrual cup does come with a learning curve, so while you're getting used

to it, you may feel most comfortable if you have some additional back up

protection. For this, I highly recommend period underwear like Modibodi.

Modibodi are my favourite period underwear brand and they ship to most parts of

the world. You can wear them for leak-proof back up while you get used to your

cup and you can also wear them on their own for times when you don't feel like

wearing a cup. You can click my affiliate link to shop the full Modibodi range:

Click Here.

 Peace of Mind
If you're worried about wasting your money on choosing a cup that

doesn't work for you, why not choose a cup that has a money back

guarantee? If you're worried about the learning curve associated with

using a menstrual cup and you don't want to leak everywhere, employ

back up, like period underwear. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

PERIOD UNDERWEAR

NOTE: This page contains affiliate links. If you click on
these links and make a purchase I may receive a small

commission at absolutely no cost to you. My full affiliate
discolosure is available at the end of this document.
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If you want to read more about menstrual cups, you can head to my website and

see all of my previous blog posts on the subject of menstrual cups, just click here.

Also head on over to the Resources Page on my website to see what menstrual

cups I'm liking.

Whichever menstrual cup you decide to go with, should have all the information

you need to learn how to fold it, insert it, remove it and care for it. If you encounter

problems and need help, you should contact the menstrual cup company to help

you. They likely have a great customer service team who can help you with that

specific cup!

Choosing a menstrual cup is a journey and you might have questions along the

way. I'm always here and happy to help, so if you do have any questions, please get

in touch with me at hello@thebetterperiod.com or DM me on Instagram

@thebetterperiod_

Menstrual Cup Ready
Congratulations! You've made it to the end of the guide. Hopefully now,

after taking in all of the information in this guide, you feel confident to go

forth and make your menstrual cup purchase! If you have any

unanswered questions, please feel free to get in touch.

RESOURCES

GET IN TOUCH
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SHARING IS CARING

if you found this guide helpful, chances are some of your friends or family will also

find it helpful. If you'd like to share it with someone you care about, please send

them to this link to download the guide themselves.  
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AFFILIATE DISCLOSURE

I may have a financial relationship with some of the merchants I mention in this guide and on The Better Period

website.This means this guide and The Better Period website may contain affiliate links, and I may get

compensated a commission at no extra cost to you if you click on the affiliate links and subsequently make a

purchase. My content, including the information I provide for educational purposes and the opinion I express on

products, services and merchants is not influenced in any way by advertisers or affiliate partnerships and the

integrity of my content is in no way compromised by such financial relationships.I  only affiliate with products,

services, and merchants that I believe will provide value to my readers. I only endorse products, services and

merchants that I have personally used or tested and consider of the highest quality standard. It remains solely

your personal responsibility to conduct your own investigation to determine whether to purchase an affiliate

product or service.You will not rely on any recommendation, reference, or information provided by me and I

cannot be held liable or responsible for any damages resulting from your purchase.

MEDICAL DISCLAIMER

Any information or guidance provided by The Better Period is not a substitute for the consultation, diagnosis,

and/or medical treatment of your doctor or healthcare provider.You must not rely on any information or guidance

provided by The Better Period as an alternative to medical advice from your doctor or healthcare provider. The

Better Period expressly disclaims all responsibility, and shall have no liability, for any damages, loss, injury, or

liability whatsoever suffered by you or any third party as a result of your reliance on any information or guidance

we provide you with. If you have any specific questions or concerns about any medical matter, you should

consult your doctor or healthcare provider as soon as possible. If you think you may be suffering from any

medical condition, you should seek immediate medical attention from your healthcare provider. You are strongly

advised not to delay seeking medical advice, disregard medical advice or discontinue medical treatment

because of information or guidance we provide you with.

Disclaimers
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